Transform your digital
workforce into
AN

UNSTOPPABLE
FORCE

Go from fast to
unstoppable with
Citrix Workspace
and Microsoft Teams

The modern desktop:
Always-on collaboration on every device
Today’s workforce is radically changing. Fewer employees are working in traditional office spaces
and the number of remote employees has grown exponentially. Everyone is on the same team yet how
they all interact and collaborate has been fundamentally altered. The future success of enterprises
requires an all-encompassing digital transformation.

Creating a seamlessly-connected IT platform with Citrix
Workspace and Microsoft Teams gives employees access to
the productivity, communication, and collaboration tools they
love, helping them excel at their job. Onsite, remote, or
on-the-go, they can interact from any location using any
device with all corporate data stored securely
in the cloud. Plus, IT administrators will love Citrix
automated workflows, real-time analytics, and ability
to centrally manage and control corporate data.
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Setting the workforce up for success
By 2027 it is estimated that the majority of the U.S. workforce will be remote, with more than one billion
hours per week spent working offsite.1 Employees are everywhere—working on every platform and
device—and need to collaborate 24/7 while being productive and efficient.
Setting onsite and distance-based workers up for success requires IT to provide a modern desktop that:
• Supplies secure remote access with little to no downtime
• Delivers Windows, Linux, and Web applications from any public, on-premises,
or hybrid cloud environment
• Centrally manages all users and smoothly rolls out new software patches and updates
• Stores data in a secure location in the cloud with access to real-time insights
Citrix Workspace integrated with Microsoft Teams and Office 365 offers a fully-featured, native
application experience regardless of device. An employee working on their Surface over a local
network will have the same accessibility and functionality as a mobile worker using Citrix Workspace
on their device.
Everyone can access, edit, and share any type of document regardless of where it is stored—Citrix
Content Collaboration, Microsoft OneDrive, SharePoint, or legacy file shares—giving employees the
flexibility and tools they need to work smarter and be more productive and collaborative. In addition,
every virtualized instance of Teams voice, video, and telephony is optimized by Citrix HDX to ensure
the highest quality and most consistent user experience.
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Citrix Workspace delivers
everything a business needs for Teams
Citrix Workspace helps enterprises set the stage for a successful digital workspace transformation
by streamlining the app deployment process, providing universal access to corporate data as well
as virtual apps and desktops from any device, and optimizing server scalability to minimize cost.
With the heavy lifting out of the way, IT can focus on
delivering the best, most secure way to collaborate.
Citrix stores information such as data and
chat logs in the cloud, not on devices,
giving IT the centralized control over
sensitive corporate data that makes their
job easier.
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Microsoft Teams is growing fast
and here to stay
Citrix Workspace transforms the mobile workforce into a virtually connected hub that requires
near-constant communication to collaborate. Using Microsoft Teams gives employees the ability
to group chat, initiate remote conference calls, meet up, and share files online—all while
working alongside Office 365 apps.

Teams is the fastest growing
business app in Microsoft history with:

13M

daily active users collaborating from
over 500,000 organizations, and
growing!

3M

people signing
up for Office 365
each month
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Fortune 100
companies

relying on Teams to
network and interact
virtually
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Microsoft Teams and the challenges
of collaboration tools
Implementing even the most modern collaboration tool usually comes
with a few technical considerations IT must address including:
• Installation, updates, and support
• Integrating with existing applications
• Device compatibility and management
• Network performance tuning
• VoIP and video quality of service
• Storage of chat files, video recording,
and project files
Citrix Workspace solves for all of this and more,
giving IT and workers the best and fastest route
to a modern desktop.
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Your modern desktop starts with Citrix
Citrix Workspace can deliver virtual apps and desktops from any public cloud including Microsoft
Azure, Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform, and Oracle Cloud. It is an intelligent solution
that organizes and automates workloads, leading to an increase in the productive effort, capacity,
and outcomes of employees.
The Citrix Workspace suite of products—available as a cloud service or traditional software
solution—provides virtual apps (Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops), secure remote access
(Citrix Gateway Service), secure connectivity (Citrix SD-WAN), and analytics (Citrix Analytics)
to give unique insights on user behavior.

Google Cloud
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Modern workspaces meet modern collaboration
Citrix HDX Optimization for Microsoft Teams gives enterprises:
• The best onsite and remote user experience
• Tools for modern collaboration including meetings, chat, and sharing
• An easy on-ramp for BYOD
• Clear voice and video quality with HDX RealTime Media Engine
• The ability to maximize your Office 365 entitlements
• Increased security and better server scalability

“With Citrix we’ve eliminated redundant infrastructure and introduced
cost savings, while also making it easier for employees to submit data
at the project location in real time.” 3
— David Banger, CIO John Holland Group

Your enterprise is able to regain central control over all users and devices accessing the network by
giving IT the management and security tools they need to support the modern workforce. Employees
are more engaged, connected, and empowered to get the job done—wherever that may be.
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Citrix Workspace plus Teams
makes your workforce unstoppable
Creating an unstoppable digital workforce starts with transforming your employees’ workspace.
The Citrix Workspace plus Microsoft Teams digital platform integrates data from various sources
across multiple applications and environments in the cloud so employees can work, collaborate,
and communicate from anywhere, at any time, using any device.

Make your workforce unstoppable—start implementing
Citrix Workspace with Microsoft Teams today.

Visit more.citrix.com/MSTeams
Try a demo
Talk to an expert
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